Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) has been considered one of the key enablers of broadband wireless communications. The indoor environment is known to be favorable to ensure both high rank property and high signal-to-interference/noise ratio (SINR) to fully exploit MIMO spatial multiplexing (SM) gain. In this paper, we describe several practical deployment cases where repeater links (or relay links), such as those present with an indoor distributed antenna system (DAS), can act as keyholes to degenerate the rank property of MIMO communications. In this case, we cannot exploit MIMO SM gain in indoor environment. We propose a novel MIMO communication scheme which uses simple converter in the devices in repeater links to resolve the rank degeneration issue and to ensure MIMO SM gain in highly MIMO-favorable indoor environment. MIMO SM is possible over the indoor DAS with single cable line through use of simple converters, which enables practical deployment in real fields.
Ⅰ. Introduction
MIMO antenna technology, where multiple antennas are used on the transmitter and receiver sides, has been considered one of the key enablers of broadband wireless communications. A key feature of MIMO systems is the ability to turn multipath propagation into a benefit for users by multiplying transfer rates [1, 2] . This multiplexing capability is enabled by the fact that a scattering environment makes the signal from every individual transmit antenna deliverable through a distinct spatial signature for reception.
The high spectral efficiency in MIMO communications is reduced if the signals arriving at receivers are correlated. Correlation between antennas may be reduced in actual deployments by separating antennas spatially. However, it has been shown that low correlation is not a guarantee of high capacity. Chizhik et al. [3, 4] and Gesbert et al. [5] showed what they called a "keyhole" (Chizhik) or "pinhole" (Gesbert) effect; we will call it "keyhole" or "keyhole effect" from here forward. This keyhole effect exhibits a case where the channel matrix has low correlation, yielding diversity gain, but has a single degree of freedom that doesn't yield multiplexing gain. In additions, SM may not be the optimum way to use MIMO configuration in practical MIMO systems if channel SINR is not high enough to ensure reliable MIMO decoding. In this case, diversity at both ends (ie, Tx diversity at transmitter and Rx diversity at receiver) can be better way to use MIMO system configuration. Indoor environment is known to be favorable to ensure both high rank property and high SINR to fully exploit MIMO SM gain [6, 7] , and that is why IEEE 802.11n adopted MIMO in a very early stage [8] .
In cellular communications, operators need to guarantee good coverage performance. Repeaters (or relays) have been considered cost-effective in providing good coverage that complements conventional macro-base station (BS). There have been studies on MIMO communications with relays. In [9] , upper bounds and lower bounds of channel capacity are shown in MIMO relay channels. Most of studies examined cooperation, where there is a signal path from original BS to mobile station (MS) as well as a path through relay. Or, there is research about MIMO communications with relays which are equipped with multiple antennas at both transmit and receive ends to reserve the rank of overall link [10] .
However, in practice, there can be a case where a relay has single input single output (SISO) capability, which means the relay has only one receive antenna and one transmit antenna, and there is no direct signal path from original BS to MS, which means an isolated area. This case is often observed in real deployments:
1) The underground basement can be covered by amplify-and-forward relay (or RF repeater) that receives signals from BS with receive antenna lo-cated outdoors and serves the basement area with transmit antenna located in the basement. 2) The indoor floors of tall buildings can be covered by indoor DAS which is comprised of distribution network with cable(s) and remote units (or RF units) (RU) in each floor to serve the targeted area [11] .
Please note that the above DAS system is different from MIMO-DAS system which is also known as co-operative multi-point transmission and reception (COMP), or virtual MIMO [12] . In the above examples, RF repeater and indoor DAS can be acting as keyholes if these are not MIMO-capable. The problem to be solved is that the above repeaters provide coverage mostly for indoor environment, which is purportedly very good for obtaining MIMO SM gain. But, due to the keyhole effect by the repeater itself, it is impossible to get any SM gain in this environment. Several studies were performed on MIMO repeater system where there is a keyhole effect. Tsuruta et al. estimated the probability density function (PDF) of eigenvalues in MIMO multi keyhole environment [13] .
We focus on indoor DAS in this paper and propose a novel scheme to enable MIMO communications that can exploit SM gain even in the case where single cable line is used in the distribution network [14] . Since indoor channel characteristics are generally favorable for MIMO SM, significant capacity enhancement as well as coverage enhancement is expected by using the proposed scheme while keeping deployment cost reasonable for operators. This paper is organized as follows. First, MIMO communications system and keyhole effect are described in section Ⅱ. We review the conventional scheme to enable MIMO SM in indoor DAS in section Ⅲ, and explain the proposed scheme in section Ⅳ. The performance enhancement possible through use of the proposed scheme is discussed in section Ⅴ, followed by conclusions in section Ⅵ.
Ⅱ. MIMO System and Keyhole
Let's assume 2×2 MIMO communications as in Fig.  1 where we want to deliver two different signal streams simultaneously. In Fig. 1 , transmitter can be BS and receiver can be MS in downlink, and transmitter can be MS and receiver can be BS in uplink. The data rate increase by SM gain is not always possible, but rather is dependent on the characteristics of the channel matrix, denoted as H in Fig. 1 . This can be described as follows.
The order of data rate increase≤rank (H)≤min (N TX , N RX )
In cellular communications, repeaters can be used as a cost-effective solution to enhance coverage. When repeaters are introduced in MIMO communications, the rank property should be preserved in overall link if we want to get MIMO SM gain. If repeaters are not MIMOcapable and there is no direct signal path between BS and MS, these repeaters can act as keyholes and the rank of overall link is reduced to 1. Fig. 2 shows the keyhole effect generated by SISO repeater.
Ⅲ. Conventional Scheme
Among various deployment scenarios with repeaters, here we focus on indoor DAS used to provide indoor coverage especially for tall buildings where down-tilted macro BS located below the high floors of tall buildings cannot provide coverage to the targeted area. Fig. 3 shows one example deployment of DAS for indoor coverage in MIMO communications. Since we want to preserve the rank property of overall link as 2 to get SM gain, two parallel cable lines are used between BS and RUs. Each RU is equipped with two transmit antennas. Therefore, it can be said that indoor DAS in Fig. 3 is MIMO-capable, and two signal streams can be delivered from BS to MSs in each floor depending on the exact channel realization between RUs and MSs.
However, this scheme can be very problematic in practice. The cable network is the governing factor in indoor DAS cost structure, so using 2 parallel cable lines (or multiple parallel cable lines in more generalized MIMO) can significantly increase the overall system deployment cost. Furthermore, it is sometimes not possible in practice to deploy additional cable line(s) to existing indoor Ⅳ. Proposed Scheme Fig. 4 shows one example deployment scenario of DAS for indoor coverage in MIMO communications with proposed scheme. In the proposed scheme, a single cable line is used in the distribution network as we put a converter block in BS and RU, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the converter block in the proposed scheme. Converter block simply converts multiple parallel data streams in MIMO antenna domain into parallel data streams in another domain, and vice-versa. The scheme for data stream conversion can be frequency division multiplexing (FDM), whereby multiple parallel data streams in the MIMO antenna domain at the same time/frequency are converted into multiple parallel data streams in frequency domain. In this plan, each data stream is located at different frequencies for independent delivery. This is possible because we are using cable line (or equivalent media), which is isolated transmission media. However the converting schemes are not limited to FDM. For example, time division multiplexing (TDM) can be used where multiple parallel data streams in antenna domain at the same time/frequency are being converted into multiple parallel data streams in time domain where each data stream is delivered at different time at the same frequency. This is also possible because we are using cable line (or equivalent media), whereas the data rate in wireline can generally be much higher than that in wireless. We can deliver multiple parallel data streams (e.g., 2 parallel data streams) in MIMO antenna domain seria- lly with higher transmission rate (e.g., 2 times faster) in wireline TDM case within the same time duration. Fig.  6 shows the example converter block where FDM is used. The similar work has been done to enable MIMO communications over single cable line, but a highly echoic chamber was used in the previous works [15] , which is different from the proposed scheme in this paper.
Ⅴ. Performance Enhancement
In order to exploit SM gain in MIMO communications, the following requirements should be fulfilled. Low correlation and high rank property should be guaranteed in the channel matrix. At the same time, channel SINR should be high enough for the reliable decoding. Fig. 7 shows performance comparison in terms of the spectral efficiency between 2×2 MIMO SM, 2×2 MIMO ․Tx/Rx spatial correlation of 0.5 is assumed for MI-MO channel. As in Fig. 7 , MIMO SM outperforms MIMO diversity where enough SINR, for example, greater than 15～16 dB in this figure, is maintained for reliable decoding. Table 1 . Deployment scenarios for indoor channel and outdoor channel in Fig. 8 . Fig. 8 . SINR distributions for a typical indoor and outdoor channel.
channel and that of a typical outdoor channel from IMTAdvanced evaluation methodology document by ITU-R [16] . The detailed deployment scenarios for the indoor channel and the outdoor channel are summarized in Table  1 . It is shown in Fig. 8 that the probability of having enough SINR where MIMO SM outperforms other schemes is much higher for the indoor channel than for the outdoor channel. The probability of having SINR more than 15 dB is greater than 50 % for an indoor hotspot channel, while it is only about 5 % in an urban macro-cell environment. Seeing the characteristics of indoor channels, it will be a considerable loss in overall system capacity if we cannot use MIMO SM for MSs located in indoor floors, indoor basements, and other places where repeaters are used for coverage fulfillment. Therefore, the proposed scheme is expected to enhance system capacity significantly in addition to coverage extension by exploiting MIMO SM gain in many places, and especially in in- Table 2 . Average cell throughput per case.
door locations. Table 2 summarizes performance enhancement by enabling MIMO SM based on the results from Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . If the rank of overall link is 1 due to SISO-capable repeaters in the link, we have no choice but to use MIMO diversity all the time and we get 3.79 bps/Hz as average cell spectral efficiency in indoor environment and 2.09 bps/Hz in outdoor environment, respectively. If the rank of overall link is 2 thanks to MIMO-capable repeaters in the link, we can use MIMO SM as well depending on the channel characteristics. Obviously, using MIMO SM for all SINR regions is not the optimal scheme since MIMO SM underperforms MIMO diversity in low SINR region because decoding can be unreliable. Therefore, adaptive MIMO switching (AMS) is generally used in MIMO communications where BS adaptively switches MIMO mode between diversity and multiplexing depending on the channel characteristics (e.g., rank and SINR) [17, 18] . Since AMS is not the main topic in this paper, we use a very simple switching algorithm to get the results in Table 2 where SM is used when channel SINR is greater than 15 dB and diversity is used otherwise. Huge performance enhancement is seen in Table 2 for the indoor environment when we can use SM as well as diversity in the link. Table 3 . In-building wireless systems deployment revenue by system type ($ millions) [19] .
challenging to enable MIMO SM link in indoor DAS with conventional scheme although the capacity gain is huge. On the other hand, the proposed scheme enables MIMO SM link in a cost-effective manner. Table 3 from ABI research shows that in-building wireless systems will grow significantly in the future since broadband wireless access systems such as WiMAX and LTE will require better indoor performance [19] . Almost all types of in-building wireless systems in Table 3 (e.g., distributed repeaters and active/passive DAS) require cable or wireline distribution network. In additions, ABI research [19] also says that building disruption can occur in active/passive DAS system and this issue makes the deployment of additional cable lines for MIMO SM enablement more difficult. Therefore, we believe that the proposed scheme in this paper can be a solution which solves MIMO keyhole effect in a very practical way in real fields.
Ⅵ. Conclusions
MIMO systems can utilize multipath propagation in wireless channel into a benefit for users by multiplying transfer rates. The high spectral efficiency of MIMO systems is reduced if there is high correlation and/or keyhole effect in a channel matrix. Several practical deployment cases, such as indoor DAS for high floors in tall buildings, exhibit the keyhole effect if indoor DAS is not MIMO-capable.
Making indoor DAS MIMO-capable is sometimes not economically viable or not possible in practice. In this paper, a novel scheme has been proposed which enables MIMO SM communications in a very practical way, even over indoor DAS with single cable. Since indoor channel generally exhibits favorable characteristics for MIMO SM, the proposed scheme is expected to enhance system capacity significantly in a cost-effective manner. 
